
Whickham School 2019-20 
Key Stage Three Curriculum Statement 

 

Students at Whickham School follow a two-year Key Stage Three curriculum during Years 7 and 8. This allows 
us to provide a broad and balanced experience for students on transfer from Primary school helping to 
support and prepare them for their Key Stage Four options process. Students follow the National Curriculum. 

We operate on curriculum model of 49 x 1 hour periods per fortnight. For the majority of the time in Years 7 
and 8 students are taught in their tutor groups but are placed in sets for Maths. Students are taught in 
smaller groups for Art and Technology. PE is taught in different groups to allow additional flexibility.  

Subject Hours  Subject Hours 
English 7  Modern Foreign Languages 5 
Mathematics 8  Computing 2 
Science 6  Art 3 
Geography 3  Technology 3 
History 3  Music 2 
RE 2  PE 4 
Drama 1  Total: 49 
In addition to these lessons students spend over 4 hours a fortnight in tutorial time with their pastoral tutor. 

English:  
Our overarching aim for English teaching at KS3 is to promote high standards of literacy by equipping 
students with a strong command of the written and spoken word, and to develop an appreciation of 
literature and love of reading. 

 Thematic Units Reading (Sept-July) Writing (Sept-July) 
Year 7 Unit 1: Me, Myself and I  

Autobiography  
 
Unit 2: Prose text: Coraline by Neil Gaiman 
Studying mystery and Gothic genre 
 
Unit 3: World of Words: History of English  
 
Unit 4: Classic Literature: Industrial Revolution to 
include prose and poetry from writers such as 
Wordsworth and Dickens 
 
Unit 5: A Taste of Shakespeare 

Accelerated Reader 
programme - one 
fortnightly library 
lesson 
Quizzes and online 
reading assessment 
(once per term) 

Grammar for 
Writing – 
Adventure fiction 
 
Non-fiction unit: 
Disaster 

Year 8 Unit 1: Prose text: The Book Thief by Markus Zusak 
 
Unit 2: Classic Literature: Ballad Poetry and the 
Crime Genre 
 
Unit 3: Narrative and Descriptive Writing, supported 
by class text (choices include Animal Farm and His 
Dark Materials) 
 
Unit 4: Shakespeare: Hamlet or The Taming of the 

Accelerated Reader 
programme - one 
fortnightly library 
lesson 
Quizzes and online 
reading assessment 
(once per term) 

Non-fiction unit: 
exploring different 
forms of writing 
 
Grammar for 
Writing – Writing 
to Argue 



Shrew 
 

Mathematics 

Year 7 The Mathematics Department will provide students with exciting, relevant and challenging 
lessons. Students will understand the underlying principles of the Mathematics they learn, 
making links and developing reasoning and problem solving skills. Students will become fluent in 
the fundamentals of Mathematics, so that they develop conceptual understanding and the 
ability to recall and apply knowledge. They will progress towards being independent 
mathematicians who can identify correct and incorrect work for themselves.  
Building confidence and reasoning skills in Mathematics will be at the forefront of lessons and 
students will be consistently challenged in order to achieve their full potential. 
In KS3 (years 7 & 8) students are grouped based on ability. All KS3 students have 8 lessons of 
Mathematics over a fortnight. 
 
Areas students will cover: 
• Problem solving and reasoning 
• Number  
• Shape, space and measures 
• Calculations 
• Algebra 
• Handling data 
 
Assessment: 
•  Cumulative assessments once per term  
 
Support: 
• Teachers are always around for extra support  
• KS3 homework club (every lunchtime) 
• Revision Books available from the finance office 
• Hegarty Maths 

Year 8 

 

Science 

Year 7 Pupils study a broad range of subjects in year 7 in order to prepare them for GCSE. Topics 
covered are working scientifically which equips pupils with the skills required to think like 
scientists with respect to carrying out experiments, analysing and interpreting data, and 
evaluating experimental methods. 
 
In Biology the topics covered are cells, the structure and function of body systems, and 
reproduction of plants and animals. Chemistry topics covered are particles and their behaviour, 
elements, atoms and compounds, reactions, and acids and alkalis. Physics topics consist of 
forces, sound, light and space. 
 
The school has purchased an online resource that supports the teaching and learning of our 
pupils, called "Activate”, which is accessed through Kerboodle online. All pupils receive a 
personal username and password which allows them access to the textbook as well as quizzes 
and online tests or quizzes that may be assigned by their teachers. This is also an invaluable 
revision tool which we feel will enhance the learning experience, making it more fun and 
accessible both in and out of school. 

Year 8 Year 8 follows the same model as Year 7 science, although students are expected to take more 



of a lead in their own learning.  Biology topics to discover in Year 8 include health and lifestyle, 
ecosystems and adaptation and inheritance.  In Chemistry students will learn more about the 
periodic table, metals and acids, separation techniques in the laboratory and the Earth.  Finally, 
in Physics students will explore ideas around electricity, energy, motion and pressure. 

 

Geography 

Year 7 In Year 7 Geography we begin by looking at the tropical rainforest when pupils will be challenged 
with considering how this ecosystem can be managed sustainably. We then explore physical 
geography with the topic of Shaping the Land in which we look at the powerful forces of erosion 
and the unique landforms they create. We follow this topic with a study of water which sees us 
consider the scarcity of this resource, the processes which operate in rivers and coasts and 
human attempts to manage water. We conclude Year 7 Geography by thinking about what 
Geography is through the topic of Fantastic Places, where we look at the human and physical 
features of a range of places around the world and apply map skills to investigate these. 

Year 8 In Year 8 Geography we begin by looking at developing and emerging countries.  In order to do 
this we carry out an in depth case study of China which sees us exploring it’s economic boom 
and the implications for its population and environment.  Pupils will be introduced to 
geographical research by exploring the contrasting case study of Kenya as an extended 
homework project. Following this we look at the popular topic of natural hazards and plate 
tectonics, studying the causes and impacts of topical events from around the world.  The third 
topic moves the focus back over to human geography where we study a number of global issues 
on the themes of population, urbanisation and migration.  The final Year 8 topic aims to prepare 
students for the challenges of GCSE geography through an investigation of weather and climate. 

 

History  

Year 7 Topic 1: Tollund Man 
Students will look into the ‘body in the bog’ known as Tollund Man. They will analyse evidence 
to discover the origin and background of the mystery figure. 
Key Skills: Historical evidence, interpretation, causation. 
 
Topic 2: Norman Conquest 
Students will look at the situation in England in 1065, the contenders for the throne and the 
events which led to the Battle of Hastings. Following this, the events of the battle will be studied 
and students will analyse why the Normans were successful.  
Key Skills: Historical evidence, interpretation, knowledge and understanding, causation, 
organisation and communication 
 
Topic 3: Medieval Life 
Students will study life for people in Medieval England. They will assess the importance and 
impact of medieval religion and everyday life in medieval villages and towns. The Black Death 
will be studied to allow an understanding of what it was and its impact, which in turn will link to 
their investigation into the causes and consequences of the Peasants Revolt.  
Key Skills: Interpretation, causation, historical evidence, knowledge and understanding 
 
Topic 4: Tudor England  
Students will study the beginnings Tudor England, Henry VIII, his wives and their children. The 
break from Rome and creation of the Church of England. The study will also highlight the actions 
of his children, Edward, Mary and Elizabeth. The course will end with a study into what life was 
like for ordinary people in Tudor England. 



Key Skills: Chronology, Historical Evidence, Causation, Knowledge and Understanding, 
Organisation and Communication 

Year 8 Module 1 – 20th Century Warfare 
Students will study the First and Second World Wars and their events both at home in Britain 
and abroad with the fighting around the world. The First World War will cover its causes, trench 
warfare and related topics such as war poetry and the subsequent peace making. For World War 
2 the study at home will look at the Blitz, rationing, conscription, the Battle of Britain and the 
Home Guard. When studying conflict abroad we will cover major events such as Dunkirk, Pearl 
Harbour and D-Day. 
Key Content: World War 1, World War 2, Home Front, global war 
Key Skills: Chronology, Historical Evidence, Causation, Knowledge and Understanding, 
Organisation and Communication  
 
Module 2 – Intolerance 
Students will study the slave trade, the holocaust and the campaign for civil rights in the USA. 
They will gain an understanding of the forms of intolerance and the key events which caused 
them to take place. With slavery students will study life the middle passage and then life on the 
plantations. When studying the holocaust we will cover the death camps and concentration 
camps. The civil rights part of the course will cover key events in the 1950s and 1960s and the 
work of Martin Luther King. 
Key Content: Africa, Europe, the middle passage, plantations concentration camps, death camps, 
USA civil rights 
Key Skills: Interpretation, causation, historical evidence, knowledge and understanding  
 
Module 3 – Protest through time 
Students will look at over 600 years of popular protest, ranging from the Peasants Revolt of 1381 
through to the Miners’ Strike of 1984. They will develop an understanding of how ordinary 
people have registered their displeasure through the years and look to assess their subsequent 
successes and failures. The course will look to develop an understanding of what causes people 
to protest, how they protest and whether different forms of protest have been successful or not.  
Key Content: Peasants Revolt, Suffragettes, Ghandi, General Strike, Poll Tax, Miners’ Strike  
Key Skills: Historical evidence, interpretation, knowledge and understanding, causation, 
organisation and communication 

 

RE 

Year 7 Module 1 - Ultimate Questions 
Students will look at the nature of ultimate questions and consider why humans ask them.  They 
will study and evaluate religious and secular answers to key ultimate questions including ‘how 
did the world begin?’ and ‘what happens when we die?’, analysing the evidence and reflecting 
personally to these key questions.   
Key Content: Christian, Hindu and Pan Ku creation stories; the Big Bang; Heaven/Hell, 
Paradise/Hell, reincarnation, rebirth; Humanist beliefs; evidence for afterlife in the secular world 
Key Skills: Enquiry, prediction, comparing/contrasting, critical analysis, evaluation. 
 
Module 2 – East and West 
Students will study key religious beliefs and practices of the six main world religions.  They will 
then focus in depth on Buddhism and Islam, comparing and contrasting the beginnings, beliefs 
and practices.  This will give students the opportunity to reflect on the how these religions adapt 
to the modern day and the difficulties presented for believers.   
Key Content: Origins and key beliefs of the Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism, 



Sikhism.  Islam - The importance of Muhammad, the five pillars of Islam, Allah, the Qur’an, 
Islamophobia and Islamist extremism.  Buddhism – the importance of Siddhartha Gautama, the 
four noble truths, the eightfold path, the five precepts, Buddhism in the modern Western world.   
Key Skills: Enquiry, comparing/contrasting, critical analysis, evaluation, empathy, interpretation.   
 
Module 3 – Judaism 
Students will study the beginnings of this religion, learning about on the patriarchs of traditional 
Judaism and investigating how Judaism has adapted through time.  Students will identity links 
between modern Jewish practices and the Old Testament Judaism, assessing how Judaism is 
followed differently and the difficulties presented for believers.   
Key Content: Abraham and monotheism, Isaac, Moses, Passover, Sabbath, 10 commandments, 
Torah, Kosher clothing, Kosher food, gender roles, anti-Semitism 
Key Skills: Enquiry, making connections, interpretation, comparing/contrasting, critical analysis, 
evaluation, empathy. 
 

Year 8 Module 1 – Morality 
Students will investigate what morality is and differing influences on individual morality.  
Students will focus primarily on moral issues around treatment of the environment, treatment of 
animals and attitudes towards poverty.  They will learn to interpret and apply religious teachings 
to these moral issues; assess how modern believers try to follow their religion in challenging 
situations and the difficulties presented for believers.   
Key Content: What is meant by morality, relative and absolute morality, modern environmental 
issues, Christian/Hindu/Buddhist religious teachings and beliefs about the environment, animal 
rights, war and conflict, Christian/Hindu/Buddhist religious teachings and beliefs about war and 
conflict.   
Key Skills: Enquiry, making connections, interpretation, comparing/contrasting, critical analysis, 
evaluation, empathy. 
 
Module 2 – Jesus: Messiah or Ordinary Man? 
Students will investigate the evidence surrounding the person of Jesus of Nazareth, analysing 
different beliefs about Jesus, assessing the strengths and weaknesses with the evidence and 
ultimately concluding whether the evidence points towards Jesus as Messiah or the possibility 
that he was a false Messiah.  They will learn to interpret and critically evaluate religious 
accounts, use sources and arguments to explain different views and judge how influence and 
history has impacted religious beliefs.   
Key Content: Religious beliefs about Jesus, Jewish Messianic expectations, Historical evidence for 
Jesus, Jesus’ birth stories, Gospel representations of Jesus, the synoptic problem, Jesus’ 
Childhood and the Historical influences of Sepphoris, Jesus’ miracles, Holy Week, Jesus’ death 
and resurrection.   
Key Skills: Enquiry, interpretation, comparing/contrasting, textual analysis, critical evaluation. 
 
Module 3 – Is Religion still relevant? 
Students will be investigating religiosity around the world, analysing statistics about atheism and 
religious beliefs considering whether the population is becoming more or less religious. Students 
will analyse the benefits and problems that religion brings to our world and ultimately evaluate 
whether religion is still relevant in our modern society today.  
Key Content: The rise of atheism and agnosticism, key scientific discoveries, religious 
experiences, miracles, conversion experiences, religious conflict, religious extremism, religion as 
a source of inspiration, religion as a source of good, religious charities, secular charities, religious 
communities and religion providing belonging.  
Key Skills: Enquiry, statistical analysis, interpretation, evaluation. 



 

Parents have the right to withdraw their children from Religious Education lessons and should speak to their 
child’s Head of Year about this in the first instance. 

Modern Foreign Languages (French or German) 

 Our aim for MFL teaching at KS3 is to promote communication and literacy by equipping students 
with a strong command of the written and spoken word, and to develop an appreciation of French 
and German culture, including literature, cinema and music. 
 

 In year 7, all students have the opportunity to study French or German and will continue studying 
that language in year 8. Students study the structural aspects of a MFL with a particular focus on 
widening their vocabulary using websites such as Memrise and Quizlet to aid consolidation. Students 
also develop their linguistic competence as readers, writers, speakers and listeners of MFL and also 
explore broader social, cultural and historical aspects of the language studied. 
 

 Students will develop their knowledge and understanding of grammar through studying a variety of 
tenses as well as complex structures and idiomatic language allowing them to give justified opinions 
and take part in discussions about wider issues in the target language countries. Students will also 
learn how to use accurate pronunciation through the use of phonics which in turn improves 
intonation and fluency.  
 

 Students also develop their linguistic competence by listening to spoken language, transcribing 
words and sentences, developing conversational skills, expressing ideas in speech and writing and 
comprehending texts and speech through listening and reading. Students develop both passive and 
active skills through a range of activities developed to increase their confidence and fluency. 
 

 The MFL Faculty aims to ensure that all pupils develop their writing, reading, speaking and listening 
skills and have access to a range of authentic sources including literature and film from French and 
German speaking countries. 
 

 In Key Stage 3 MFL lessons, pupils increase their understanding of vocabulary and grammatical 
structures through the following topics: Greetings and personal details, Family and pets, Food and 
drink, Home, Town, School, Lifestyle and fashion, Holidays, Sports and Free time activities. 
 

 In year 8 students will have the opportunity to become French or German language leaders. The 
chosen students will be responsible for planning and delivering language lessons to younger 
students as well as promoting languages around school, taking part in our language cafés, open 
evenings and cultural events.  

Computing 

At KS3, pupils are taught the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science and are taught to 
evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically to solve 
problems. They are taught to become responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information 
and communication technology. Where students are designing and creating programs or presentations, they 
follow the system life cycle. 
 
Year 7 Communication – acceptable user policies, e-safety, communicating online (VLE, email), 



collaboration (Google docs), Create a Photostory video incorporating images, sound and text 
about e-safety for Y6 pupils (sequencing, audience and purpose).  

Spreadsheet Modelling – This is a practical, skills-based unit covering the principles of creating 
and formatting basic spreadsheets to produce and use simple computer models. It is suitable for 
pupils who have a basic knowledge of spreadsheets including cell references, simple formulae 
and formatting, although these topics are revised in the first lesson, making it also suitable for 
pupils new to spreadsheets. The unit is centred around creating a financial model for a TV show. 
Pupils start by looking at different types of model and then use basic spreadsheet techniques to 
create and format a simple financial model to calculate the expected income from viewers’ 
voting. The model is then extended to include sales from merchandising, with the introduction 
of “what if” scenarios. Finally the pupils create a seating plan, book seats and calculate income 
from seat sales. Spreadsheet features covered include SUM, MAX, IF and COUNTIF functions, cell 
naming for absolute referencing, conditional formatting, validation, charting and simple macros. 

Games Programming in Scratch– In this unit pupils are introduced to the Scratch programming 
environment and begin by reverse-engineering some existing games. They will then progress to 
planning and developing their own games, learning to incorporate variables, procedures (using 
the Broadcast function), lists and operators. They should be able to create a fully working game 
with lives, scoring and some randomisation of objects. Finally they will learn to test and debug 
their programs. 
 

Year 8 Computer Crime and Cyber Security- This unit covers some of the legal safeguards regarding 
computer use, including overviews of the Computer Misuse Act, Data Protection Act and 
Copyright Law and their implications for computer use. Phishing scams and other email frauds, 
hacking, “data harvesting” and identity theft are discussed together with ways of protecting 
online identity and privacy. Health and Safety Law and environmental issues such as the safe 
disposal of old computers are also discussed. 
 
Understanding Computers- This is a theoretical unit covering the basic principles of computer 
architecture and use of binary. Pupils will revise some of the theory on input and output covered 
in previous learning and continue to look at the Input-Process-Output sequence and the Fetch-
Decode-Execute cycle through practical activities. Pupils will then look at some simple binary to 
decimal conversion and vice versa, and learn how text characters are represented using the 
ASCII code. This will be followed by some simple binary addition. Pupils will learn more in depth 
how storage devices represent data using binary patterns and physically save these patterns. 
Finally, they will look at a brief history of communication devices, how new technologies and 
applications are emerging and the pace of change. 
 
Introduction to Python – Python is a powerful but easy-to-use high-level programming language. 
Although Python is an object-oriented language, at this level the object-oriented features of the 
language are barely in evidence and do not need to be discussed. The focus is on getting pupils 
to understand the process of developing programs, the importance of writing correct syntax, 
being able to formulate algorithms for simple programs and debugging their programs. The 
pupils’ final programs are put into a learning portfolio with evidence of correct running, for 
assessment purposes.  

 

Art 

Year 7 Pupils in Year 7 will experience a wide variety of 2D and 3D Art materials and techniques 
throughout the year. This will include painting and drawing, textiles and ceramics. They will learn 
about the Formal Elements of Art and will develop ways of using them effectively to 



communicate messages and meaning. 
 
Pupils will develop the skills to help them to analyse and understand the work of artists, 
craftspeople and designers to inform the development and refinement of their own work and 
ideas. 
 
Themes for year 7 include: The creative process, where pupils will design and create a Christmas 
Card which can be purchased by parents. The formal Elements, where pupils will work in groups 
to create a hanging sculpture of umbrellas for the new school. Visual Language through 
developing painting and drawing skills inspired by the theme of A Memorable event and 
experimenting using mark making by recording ideas associated with Landscapes using 
printmaking and clay. 
 
All teaching materials, resources and PowerPoints are available to all students via Google Docs. 
Parents are sincerely encouraged to explore these fully. 

Year 8 Pupils in Year 8 will experience using a wide variety of 2D and 3D Art materials and techniques 
throughout the year. This will include painting and drawing, textiles and ceramics. 
 
Pupils will continue to learn about the formal elements of Art and will develop a deeper 
understanding of an artist's use of Visual Language, considering how it can be used to 
communicate messages and meaning and by developing their own work connected to a specific 
message or intention. 
 
Themes for year 8 include Graphic Design, lettering and communication. This will include the 
study of advertising and packaging, calligraphy and ‘word’ art. Fantasy Creatures, where pupils 
will design and make a fantasy creature from recycled packaging and African Art, where pupils 
will explore and experiment using printmaking and textiles to communicate their ideas in 
response to the theme. 
 
All the Art department’s teaching materials, resources and PowerPoints are available to all pupils 
via Google Docs. Parents are sincerely encouraged to explore these fully. 

 

Technology 

Through a variety of creative and practical activities, pupils are taught the knowledge, understanding and 
skills needed to engage in the hands-on process of designing and making.  
 
Year 7 During Year 7, design and make products are based on the following contexts: 

o Core design and make principles 
o Hygiene and Healthy Eating 

Year 8 During Year 8, design and make products are based on the following contexts: 
o Designer Influences 
o Cultural Influences 
o Nutrition and Recipe Adaptation 

When designing and making, students are taught to: 
 
Research & Design  
o Use research and exploration, such as the study of different cultures, to identify and understand user 

needs 
o Understand and apply the principles of nutrition and health 
o Understand the source, seasonality and characteristics of a broad range of ingredients.  



o Identify and solve their own design problems  
o Develop specifications to inform the design of innovative, functional, appealing products that respond to 

needs in a variety of situations  
o Use a variety of approaches to generate creative ideas and avoid stereotypical responses  
o Develop and communicate design ideas using annotated sketches, detailed plans, 3-D and mathematical 

modelling, oral and digital presentations and computer-based tools  
 
Make  
o Select from and use specialist tools, techniques, processes, equipment and machinery precisely, including 

computer-aided manufacture  
o Select from and use a wider, more complex range of materials, components and ingredients, taking into 

account their properties  
o Cook a repertoire of predominantly savoury dishes so that they are able to feed themselves and others a 

healthy and varied diet 
o Become competent in a range of cooking techniques [for example, selecting and preparing ingredients; 

using utensils and electrical equipment; applying heat in different ways; using awareness of taste, texture 
and smell to decide how to season dishes and combine ingredients; adapting and using their own recipes] 

 
Evaluate  
o Analyse the work of past and present professionals and others to develop and broaden their 

understanding  
o Investigate new and emerging technologies  
o Test, evaluate and refine their ideas and products against a specification, taking into account the views of 

intended users and other interested groups  
o Understand developments in design and technology, its impact on individuals, society and the 

environment, and the responsibilities of designers, engineers and technologists  
  
Technical Knowledge 
o Understand and use a wide range of materials, equipment & processes  
o Understand and use digital resources & specialist equipment 
 

Music 

Year 7 Topic 1: Introduction to Music 
 Introduction to music theory and singing. 
 Using the musical elements to analyse a piece of music. 
 Understanding music theory and pitch to be able to read notation to put together a solo 

performance on the keyboard. 
 

Topic 2: Music Theory 
 Looking at music theory more in depth in terms of rhythm, duration and accidentals. 
 Developing solo performance skills and putting more advanced music theory knowledge 

into practise.  
 Learning the basics of harmony by using an ostinato.  
 Introduction to composition, based on solo performance piece.  
 Learning how to use music notation to record ideas.  

 
Topic 3: Ensemble Musicianship 

 Learning the basics of how to play the guitars and drums and how to read different types 
of notation. 

 Looking at how to read music from a full score.  



 Developing skills at being able to rehearse and perform as an ensemble.  
 
Topic 4: Professional Composer 

 Developing listening skills to analyse a piece of cartoon music.  
 Looking at more advanced music theory to play other people’s compositions.  
 Developing creativity to be able to compose a piece of music for a specific purpose.  
 Expanding on music theory knowledge by accurately notation own compositions.  

 
Year 8 Topic 1: Hooks and Riffs 

 Investigating how modern pop and rock music is structured.  
 Developing skills on being able to accurately and independently read music notation to 

play a variety of music pieces.  
 Learning how to use knowledge of music theory to rearrange a piece of music.  
 Composing using hooks and riffs. Using knowledge of music theory to independently and 

accurately notate own work.  
 

Topic 2: Music from India 
 Listening out for differences with music from India in comparison to Westernised music.  
 Learning how different cultures approach music making.  
 Exploring different ways to structure a music performance.  
 Working as an ensemble to compose a piece of traditional Indian music.  

 
Topic 3: The Blues 

 Developing listening skills to be able to create an in depth analysis of blues music.  
 Research the historical context behind the blues and the birth of rock and pop.  
 Exploring more advanced harmony (12 bar blues). 
 Looking at more advanced musical skills – improvisation, blues scale.  
 Structuring a stylish solo performance of the 12 bar blues.  

 
Topic 4: African Drumming 

 Looking at different textures – polyphony, homophony, unison, call and response, 
contrapuntal. 

 Learning about the social context behind African drumming.  
 Developing skills of being able to learn a musical being aurally.  
 Continue to develop skills of being able to rehearse and perform as an ensemble.  

 
 

PE 

All students at KS3 are taught 4 hours of Physical Education a fortnight. The curriculum allows students to 
follow a broad and balanced PE curriculum in years 7 & 8.  

Pupils will be taught to:  

• Use a range of tactics and strategies to overcome opponents in direct competition through team and 
individual games (for example, badminton, basketball, cricket, football, hockey, netball, rugby). 

• Develop their technique and improve their performance in competitive sports (for example, athletics 
and gymnastics) 

• Perform dances using advanced dance techniques in a range of dance styles and forms (for example, 
contemporary, jazz and street dance). 

• Analyse their performances compared to previous ones and demonstrate improvement to achieve 
their personal best. 



• Take part in competitive sports and activities during and after school through community links or 
sports clubs.  

 
Tutorial 

Across Years 7 and 8 students spend 25 minutes a day with their pastoral tutor. This time is used to develop 
key literacy and numeracy skills as well as on PSHE and Citizenship education. In addition to the main 
programme of activities a small number of students are withdrawn for targeted literacy and numeracy 
intervention. 

Literacy SPELLING, PUNCTUATION AND GRAMMAR 
Pupils receive short, sharp bursts of spelling, punctuation and grammar practice every week to 
improve writing skills across all subjects. In addition to this, they are given opportunities to 
practise, refine and improve skills in vocabulary building, reading ,writing and speaking and 
listening: 
 
VOCABULARY 
Mastering subject-specific vocabulary is essential for success across the curriculum – the ability 
to understand and use specialist terminology in the right contexts. This will include 
understanding the origins of words by analysing roots, using prefixes and suffixes, and spotting 
patterns of meaning. In addition, using more challenging and sophisticated vocabulary and 
mastering a range of synonyms can add more power, variety and shades of meaning to pupils’ 
writing. 
 
READING 
There are two strands here: 1. Reading for meaning and understanding and 2. Reading for 
pleasure. This will include a range of reading materials – both fiction and non-fiction and can 
include material that pupils discover for themselves. 
Pupils should be able to identify the purpose, audience and context of a piece of writing. They 
should also be able to understand how a writer has achieved particular effects in their writing 
by identifying features and be able to use them effectively and appropriately in their own 
writing. 
 
WRITING 
Pupils will be given opportunities to practise writing for a range of purposes, audiences and 
contexts, using the technical VSPAG (vocabulary, spelling, punctuation and grammar) skills 
they have been mastering. 
 
SPEAKING AND LISTENING 
Pupils will be encouraged to contribute to class, group and paired discussions – offering their 
opinions about a range of topics, often linked to news, current affairs and citizenship. 
 
Tasks are specifically differentiated to each year group, focussing on specific technical skills 
that increase in complexity as the year progresses. 
 
Half-termly reviews will help to identify areas of weakness that will be fed back to English 
teachers. 

Numeracy Pupils will revisit basic calculations and numerical concepts on a weekly basis. The programme 
is designed to ensure that pupils maintain their fluency and efficiency with the fundamental 
building blocks of mathematics. 

Citizenship In Citizenship, we study a range of social, global and local issues along with helping young 
people to have good physical, mental and emotional health, and tolerance of others. Topical 



world events and issues that have an impact on students will also be addressed as they arise. 
The students cover a different theme each half term which include: Charity, Community, 
Responsibility, Being a British Citizen, Health and Diversity. The topics are delivered through 
tutor time and drop down afternoons over the school year such as: 
 
Year 7 
Understanding others' views and beliefs, coping with feelings, bullying, peer pressure and 
friendships. Understanding global inequalities, human rights and racism. Understanding the 
local community, the role of charities, the role of government and the importance of standing 
up for your beliefs. Celebration of different events throughout the year such as International 
Women's Day. Holocaust memorial day and raising awareness through Mental Health week 
and Diversity Week. 
 
Year 8 
Understanding the importance of British values and tolerance of others' views and beliefs. 
Coping with challenges such as peer pressure; smoking, alcohol, and drugs. Exploring 
relationships with parents and peers. Understanding obstacles in society such as stereotyping, 
youth discrimination, the elderly, and equal opportunities – including sex, race, sexuality and 
disability. Understanding the role of government and local councils and the impact they have, 
and where this fits alongside global issues. Celebration of different events throughout the year 
such as international women's day and raising awareness through Mental Health Week and 
Diversity Week. 

Mentoring Academic mentoring is part of the whole school improvement process. Form tutors will 
encourage pupils to take a lead on their own academic achievement by identifying where they 
need to develop in line with the four keys of the school improvement plan. Tutors will have a 
mentoring and attendance meetings with pupils as part of the tutor time activities. Pupils will 
have the opportunity to set personalised targets with their subject teachers. 

Assembly Assemblies are weekly and will cover a wide range of topics including safeguarding. PSHE, 
Citizenship, British Values. Assemblies will also encourage pupils to think about the wider 
world, encouraging them to be the best that they can be. Parents have the right to request 
their child’s removal from collective worship and should contact their Child’s Pastoral Leader 
to request this. 

 

For further information, please contact: 

Mr P Wheatley 
Deputy Headteacher: Curriculum and Progress. 
 

Information last amended: 10/09/2019 


